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Editura Universitară Bucharest, 2012 Mihaela Pitea[1] Prof. Vidu Bidilean, PhD, Eng. is a well known person in the field of economy both in Romania and abroad and he distinguished himself as the author of an impressive number of publications, such as: treaties, works, university studies, articles, addresses and studies, school ma-terials. He obtained several awards, out of which we mention: the ,,Nicolae Titulescu” award of the Romanian Academy, the ,,N. Densu-şianu” award of the Dacian-Romanian Academy, and the Honor Diploma of “The Heroes Cult” National Association. Ec. Dr. Ioan Crișan is an important person involved directly in the field of social economy because of the fact that he is the president of  CENTROCOOP (National Union of the Consumer Cooperative). He has published several books on the activities of the cooperative. In the foreword of the book, Prof. Ioan Fruja PhD. specifies that this study comes to complement the image of the consumer cooperative pointing out the fact that it continues to develop despite all the vicissitudes. In the introductory note, which is published in the Romanian, English and French language, the authors emphasize the idea that the co-operative movement is specific to any society because it supports its economy. The title of the book Consumer cooperative. Principles and the values 

of the cooperative is attractive because at this moment there are 
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financing opportunities in the field of social economy and the co-operative is one of the important pillars of this sector. The book was published by Editura Universitară Bucharest, in the year of 2012. 
Chapter 1: Cooperative – an integrant part of the economical-

social life The authors make a short presentation of the emergence of the cooperative pointing out the contributions of the three predecessors: Robert Owen from England, Saint-Simon and Charles Fourier from France. They also present the important people from the country who issued ideas regarding the cooperative. In Romania, the concept of cooperative appears for the first time in the Commercial Code in the year 1887. The most recent definition of the cooperative is found in Law nr. 1/ February 21st 2005[1].  The authors make presentations of the most representative organisms of the cooperative. ACI represents the International Cooperative Alliance and is a non-governmental association that protects the interests of the cooperatives in the whole world. OIM represents the International Labor Organism that deals with the development of the cooperative. The European Community of Cooperatives – Euro Coop was created in 1957 and it currently has 25 million members. 
Chapter 2: The cooperative identity statement of the Inter-

national Cooperative Alliance (AIC) – Manchester, 1995  In 1844, the founders of the first cooperative society have passed the first version of the cooperative principles. This statement had in view to observe two principles: recognition of the traditional forms of the cooperative and confining the general reference framework. The strength of this meeting was the fact that the participants offered a definition of the cooperative. Forward this chapter, the authors make a short presentation of the seven principles. The first principle is the principle of free association 
                                                 [1] Law 1/21st of February 2005 regarding the organization and the operation of the cooperative. 
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and it consists of the fact that people are free to become cooperative members. It follows the principle of the democratic control of the 
members and it means that the persons elected as representatives are accountable to the other members. The basic principle is one person one vote. Each member must economically participate in the good performance of the cooperative. Autonomy and independence represents the fourth principle and refers to the fact that the members fulfill their own responsibility to be autonomous. Education, training and 
information help the development of the cooperative. Through the local, national and international structures takes place the cooperation 
between cooperatives. The last principle presented is the one of the 
community care which emphasizes the involvement of the cooperatives in order to guarantee their members goods and services. 

Chapter 3: Cooperative societies: past, present and future. 
Commentaries and reflections The authors present the cooperative of the 19-th century from the Rochdale workers initiative perspective (Great Britain) who have created a consumer cooperative in order to be able to produce and use fresh products. The initiative of popular banks such as Raiffeisen was centered on the economical and social aid offered to the cooperative members and not on the earnings. Forward, there are short presen-tations of the cooperative models from Belgium, Holland, Italy, Switzerland, Denmark, Sweden, Spain, Portugal, Russia, USA and Japan. The 20th century has represented the period in which this sector has developed the most and has diversified its products and services using advertising through brochures, radio or training programmes. The 21st century meant a century of transformation as far as the cooperative is concerned. In Central and Eastern Europe, the econo-mical fall represented the end of the existing cooperatives. The authors present the initiatives of the Great Britain cooperative that have tried to remedy this problem by: an ethic plan to fight poverty, the financing programme of the Co-operatives, the re-launch programme for work places, the programme to fight poverty in the developing countries and 
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the support of the cooperative with the aid of the International Co-operative Year – 2012. In this same chapter we find information on Romania`s experience in consumer cooperative development emphasizing the period 1945 – 1989, which is the most fruitful phase in the history of the cooperative. There is a short presentation of the sectors within the Romanian cooperative. As far as the financing of the consumer cooperative in Romania is concerned, the authors offer details on the financing sources and emphasize the fact that the obtained profit is allocated to increase investments. The development of the cooperative movement in Romania took place because it served the interests of the communist party, a positive issue that made our country number four in the world with regards to the total number of cooperative members, in 1976. The danger for the cooperative was represented by the competition, and that is why the Manchester Congress centered on the fact that there is a necessity to renew and take new commitments.  The authors present furthermore in this chapter the priorities of the cooperative organizations: 
- increase the economical-social efficiency of the entire activity: the cooperative societies must manage their own resources in order to obtain profit; 
- meet the interest of the members: the members are the owners of the cooperative and they are involved in all the activities of the cooperative; 
- assigning tasks: members have power and control over their life; 
- rational distribution of resources and developing the financial 

potential; in order to survive, the cooperatives must consider the possibility of a collaboration with the private companies or with the government in order to obtain funding; 
- strategic thinking; means taking into consideration the efficient way of how to use the advantages of being a cooperative member. Forward are presented the challenges/opportunities of the future. In this respect, the authors reason that there are two ways of thinking and acting within a cooperative movement, respectively, one that regards on the inside in order to increase the economical-social efficiency and 
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one that regards on the outside in order to attract as many persons in the cooperative. There are five economical-social challenges that shall be displayed in the future and, in order to resolve them, the cooperative companies shall contribute with the fact that they have the possibility to meet the needs of people all around the world through products and services. It is important to remember that the cooperative movement is centered on promises and will always try to get ahead of itself, being the most developed model worldwide. 
Chapter 4: Current contributions to the development of the 

principles and values of the cooperative This chapter presents the Trento Cooperative (Italy) which has designed a work named Values and principles of the cooperative that presents the Carta of the cooperative values from Trento. The current values of the cooperative are: cooperative democracy, reciprocity, 
equality, mutuality and solidarity, cooperative profit and inter-generosity, 
equity, respect and trust, merit, attention for the others and modesty, 
inter-cooperation, peace, social responsibility, sustainable development, 
freedom, subsidiarity, mutual help. This book has an accessible language and can be read both by the cooperative members and by the public interested in knowing more details about the cooperative. The authors, in this book, present to the reader a short history of the cooperative, “The statement cooperative identity of the ACI - 1995’’, the cooperative movement from the 19th, 20th and 21st century, the Ro-manian cooperative and its current values. The ideas are useful and accessible, but they are not presented in detail as for a comprehensive understanding of the subject. 




